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ABSTRACT
We describe the number and the position of occurrences of a Fibonacci (Thue—Morse)
finite word Μάι…) in another word (μπω…) (k: g n). The set of all coordinates of
occurences with the (partially defined) usual addition is a triangular category in the
sense of Leroux. The Mobius function of this category is closely related to the Mobius
functions of the natural posets of coordinates of occurrences of Fibonacci (Thue—Morse)
words in wn(un).
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1. Occurrences of Fibonacci and Thue-Morse Words

Let 2* be the free monoid on the finite set Σ. Terminology and notations are those
currently used in the theory of free semigroups and combinatorics on words. The
elements of 2 are called letters and the elements of 2* are called (finite) words. We
denote by ε the empty word (the identity element of 2*) and Μ denotes the length of
u E 2* (i. e. the number of letters of a). In particular, Μ:Ο. Α word a is a factor of
a word υ 1ί there exist two words u’ and a” such that υ:u’1…". The factor a of υ is
called a left (right) factor of υ 1ί u’:ε (τι":8). Α factor a of a word υ (υ:u’uu”)
can occur in υ in different positions each of those being uniquely determined by the
length (|u’I) of the left factor of υ preceding a. By a coordinate system of the factor
a in υ we mean a pair of nonnegative integers (a, b) such that if we remove the first a
letters and the last b letters of υ we obtain a. It is clear that if (a, b) is a coordinate
system of u in υ then a + b:Μ -Μ. In what follows, we denote by la : υ) the
number of occurrences of u in υ and by (u : υ) the set of all coordinate systems of u
in υ.

Α language L over 2 is a collection of words on 2. Thus a language L is simply a
subset of 2*. In what follows, throughout the paper, we only consider the two-letter
set 2 = {33,31}. The Fibonacci language LF is defined by

ΕΡ = {M3 =y, wn+1 =φ(ωπ) |φ : Σ* -> Σ*
is the monoid morphism given by φ(:π):ως and φ(ς;):a3}


